
'JELLY BEAN' SERIES
PETER TRIANTOS 

Jelly Bean #28, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 96" x 72" 
 



This luxurious celebrated series is a powerful creation of Peter 
Triantos during an incredibly prolific year. The contrasting colour 
palette combined with energetic patterns are superbly 
harmonized in this stunning series, truly representing the artist's 
positive spirit and rhythmical life-giving energy. These 
extraordinary, vibrant, and joyful contemporary works make an 
excellent addition any given space to enhance any given spaces.

ABOUT 

THE 

SERIES

Available Jelly Bean #57, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 72"  
 



Jelly Bean #59, 2019, 48" x 36", acrylic on canvas 



Jelly Bean #46, 2019, 36" x 36", acrylic on canvas



Jelly Bean #26, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 96" x 72"   
 



Jelly Bean#45, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 36"



Jelly Bean#41, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48"x72" 
 











The 'Jelly Bean' series makes a splash 
at the AUCKLAND ART FAIR 2018 

with Philippe Guggenheim of HG Contemporary NYC



Interview with Jewish Review Magazine, 2017 







A spectacular weekend in 
June in Toronto created the 
perfect canvas for my meet 
and greet with artist Peter 
Triantos, a moment in time 
that would become an 
extremely inspiring and 
emotionally charged 
encounter. 

Jelly Bean #60, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 72" 

Way beyond his skilled approach to colors, the very prolific artist is a 
super-human with unmatched energy and buoyant passion, someone 
you would expect to see on stage giving a TED-talk on the power of 
happiness, inner fulfillment and therapy through colors: Passion is my 
fuel, he tells me.

Magazine in NYC













Jelly Bean #14, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 96" x 60"  
Sold

"No better way to brighten our day than waking up to the sight of our 

Jelly Bean as we make our way down to breakfast!" 

- Private collector from Post Road 



https://mailchi.mp/scope-art.com/scope-new-york-2018-post-press-release-6y7ka04ia6?e=87a1bb4846


in NYC 



Interview with NYC ArtCritic George Wayne from 

VANITY FAIR for IMPRESSION Magazine 2017

Interview with Voyager Chicago Magazine 2018



Interview with 

DAUPHINE Magazine 2018







Camp Oochgeas 

A camp where every child, no matter how 
debilitating their illness, would be provided an 
opportunity to explore enriching, challenging, 

fun experiences through what is fully reffered to 
today as the Magic of Ooch. A humanitarian who 
loves to give back, Peter Triantos is delighted to 
continue his philanthropology by continueing to 

the Camp Oochigeas ‘Paddle Project’ for 
childhood cancer for which he choose the 

renowned ‘Jelly Bean’ design for the paddle to be 
auctioned  




